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ABSTRACT 

 

          The Extended Internet or X Internet technology is the next big thing according to many 

analysts. It links the real world to the digital world of Internet and IT technology through sensors, 

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) chips, and wireless networks. This technology is not a 

new innovation; in fact, RFID and sensors have been widely used in some industries for more 

than a decade now, and it is expected to grow rapidly for the next years.   

          The benefits of the X Internet include elimination of human errors, faster data collection, 

inventory improvement, and process optimization. The X Internet technology can be 

incorporated to different types of industries, such as airline security, distribution center, 

document management, and retail store. In a retail company, RFID enables hands free tracking 

of pallets, containers, boxes, and totes. Meanwhile, RFID technology provides real-time 

inventory for retail stores to eliminate misplacement and shrinkage.  While the benefits of the X 

Internet are proven, its use on a wide scale is yet to materialize, perhaps, due to lack of 

knowledge of its benefits by the management. 

          Moreover, retail stores could gain some advantages when the RFID system is applied to 

their processes. Some of the current issues in retail industries such as long wait in check-out line 

for customers; incorrect transactions due to human error and short of inventory could be resolved 

using this technology. Recommendations using this technology will be proposed along with the 

result of the analysis and its benefits and challenges. The goal of this platform is to explore, 

analyze and apply this exciting technology in retail industry. Research and data collection will be 

heavily relying on online resources and library materials. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s global market where the competition gets tougher and brutal, businesses have 

to quickly respond to customers’ needs, provide added-value product and service, and stay on the 

edge of the technology in order to survive and remain in the market.  Retail industry in many 

sectors such as department stores and general merchandise stores is facing shrinking and 

maturing market, although other sector, for instance, convenience stores are rapidly growing in 

various countries such as Japan and European countries. Some of the issues in the retail industry 

include low inventory turnover, shoplifting, unable to respond to market, and high level in over 

stock. Moreover, many customers in retail stores encounter a long queue for payment at cash 

registers which results in unpleasant, less satisfactory experience for the customers. ICT 

(Information and Communication Technologies) segment, RFID technology in particular, has 

been positioned and challenged to solve those issues.  

 

2. EXTENDED INTERNET TECHNOLOGY 

2.1. WHAT IS EXTENDED INTERNET? 

 
The Extended Internet or X Internet, according to Forrester, is “a set of technologies that 

connect firms’ information systems to physical assets, products, and devices.” This technology is 

expected to provide numerous benefits such as improving inventory management due to real-

time visibility of asset & product location and content, optimizing an end-to-end process, 

obtaining fast and easy access to information through wireless networks, and improving security 

process and safety control. However, most of the firms still disconnect to the real world and are 

reluctant to implement such a technology due to high cost, view as unnecessary in-depth data, 
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limited capability, and unawareness of such technology. There are two emerging waves of 

Internet that go beyond the World Wide Web; one is called Executable Net and another one is 

Extended Net.  

Executable Net – The interactive web applications that allow Internet user to have a two-way 

conversation. The Internet during the early days provided users with information in text and 

graphics through web browsers as one-way communication tool (recently identified as Web 1.0.). 

Now, people can communicate easily with others at a different side of the World instantly 

through the Internet. Some of the examples of Executable Net are social networking, online 

forum/chat, online games, etc. This new framework is now commonly called Web 2.0.  

Extended Net – A set of technologies beyond computer-based Net that links information 

systems to the physical world using wireless, tags, sensors, etc. The concept of Internet here is 

extended to all aspects of industries; it encompasses hardware, software, data collection and 

analysis. RFID is only one of the components of the Extended Internet technology. Wireless 

network to connect to ubiquitous information and biometrics to uniquely identify individual are 

also categorized under this umbrella.  For the scope of this study, the Extended Internet, RFID in 

particular would be the primary focus.  

2.2. RFID OVERVIEW 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is one of the fastest growing 

automatic data collection technologies that utilize a wireless radio communication to uniquely 

identify objects or people by using radio frequency signals [3b].  Today’s RFID technology 

providers compete to provide complete solutions that support decision-making, process 

optimization, improved customer satisfactions, and thus, increase company profit.  Furthermore, 
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the benefits of RFID include elimination of human errors, faster data collection, hand-off 

operation, and applicability in harsh environment.   

 

FIGURE 1: RFID SYSTEM SCHEMA [3B] 

The history of RFID can be traced back to the Second World II when the first radars were 

developed in radio signal transmission [3c]. In the fifties, the idea of RFID started to be 

investigated, and some technologies associated to RFID like the “the long-range transponder 

systems” were built. Harry Stockman introduced the idea of radio frequency in 1948 with his 

paper "Communication by Means of Reflected Power", but only thirty years later the RFID 

technology and its application started to grow and be taken into consideration.  In the nineties, 

more and more market segments were actively exploring the technology yet the different RFID 

systems for each industry made it incompatible when they tried to integrate and communicate to 

each other. To respond to this limitation in the late nineties, the ISO 1800 standard and Auto-ID 

Centre specification were established to create a standardization of RFID system [3c].   

2.3. BENEFITS OF RFID 

RFID technology can be incorporated to different types of industries, such as 

airline/security, distribution center, document management, and retail store.  In a distribution 
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center, RFID enables hands free tracking of pallets, containers, boxes, and totes.  Meanwhile, 

RFID technology provides real-time inventory for retail stores to eliminate misplacement and 

shrinkage.  Other breakthroughs include airline baggage ID, livestock ID, express parcel ID, 

sports timing, access control application, and product authentication. Please go to Appendix J for 

the RFID Strategy Map. A list below is the summary of RFID benefits in general: 

• Hands-off, fully automated identification, counting, tracking, sorting, and routing 

• Identification at a distance 

• Real-time control 

• Operations in a harsh environment 

• Hands-free operation 

• Versatile memory and processing requirements 

Furthermore, for retailing industry, the benefits of implementing RFID are the following [3e]:  

• Improved accuracy in managing inventory 

• Improved visibility of orders and inventory 

• Reduced costs for logical operation 

• Improved efficiency of store operation 

• Shorter retail cycle of designing, manufacturing, and stocking the latest products 

• Improved sales floor planning for desired styles, sizes, and colors 

• Improved customer services 

• Improved security among other 

2.4. RFID VERSUS BARCODE 

Bar codes have been used for more than three decades, and this technology is still very 

popular in many areas, such as supply chain, distribution, manufacturing, retail, and stores.  

However, they have limitations and drawbacks. Some of the limitations are [2e]: 
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• Barcodes are fixed, therefore, cannot be updated or rewritten unless the code is reprinted.  

• Barcodes are not “touchless” technologies. A person needs to assist in a process of 

scanning although it can be automated but it is a rare case. Also, barcodes need to be 

scanned at specific orientation, in other words, barcodes require a line of sight so people 

usually have to orient barcodes toward a scanner in order to be read. Furthermore, there is 

only one scanning read at a time which could be a bottleneck within the operation. 

• Barcodes are not applicable in harsh environment and they do not work if the symbol 

becomes damaged 

• Barcodes are used to identify types of product but not unique individual items; therefore, 

the reading will not be able to tell when an individual product comes, the expiration date, 

etc.    

 

The need of replacing barcode with RFID in order to address some of those barcode 

limitations has emerged.  Yet, due to the cheap cost and widely used since it is well proven to be 

effective and able to generate profits by implementing the technology, barcodes are likely to 

coexist with RFID for many years.  

There are other technologies currently being used for storing data to identify the item 

such as magnetic stripe, contact memory and vision system [2e]. The following table explains the 

differences among those technologies.  
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TABLE 1: A COMPARISON RFID & OTHER ID TECHNOLOGIES [2E] 

2.5. CURRENT GLOBAL TREND ON RFID 

RFID technology has been booming in the last few years, and it is considered as one of 

the most important technology devices today and in the future. The technology is spreading 

throughout many sectors of business including manufacturing, logistics, supply chain, healthcare, 

security, commercial and retail services. It is expected to grow quickly as the price declined 

tremendously, and as companies face a global market and seek a way to improve its operation 

and supply chain in order to compete and survive. The table below shows the usage of RFID in 

various applications as well as the penetration by country. The consumer concerns regarding 

privacy issue and unclear standards still remain on the plate.  
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TABLE 2: RFID TAG PENETRATION BY GLOBAL APPLICATION [2N] 
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ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning 

GPS – Global Positioning System 

ICT – Information and Communication Technology 

MES – Manufacturing Execution System 

RFID – Radio Frequency Identification 
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